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1 Optimization

1. Support input with prefixkey + BLF and send numbers with it

2. The SIP line of X3S was expanded to four

3. Optimized the support for special characters '&' in phonebook

4. Optimized the Hebrew and Arabic languages

5. Optimized the LDAP related issues

6. Adjust the soud volumn of hotel phone H2S when calling or answering

7. Built-in HTTPS certificates

8. Optimized the LDAP to support the display of Menu and Contact at the

same time
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2 Bug Fixes

1. Fixed the issue of the error of call logs in DND mode on phone

2. Fixed the issue that adding more than 10 blacklist numbers in X3S/X4

while only having 10 after the restart.

3. Fixed the issue of failed X4 subscription

4. Fixed the issue of the failed X3S scramble

5. Fixed the issue of the incomplete content after the LDAP configuration

6. Modify the problem that Multicast Paging doesn’t show the content of

Push Message

7. Fixed the issue that the tel format doesn’t show the phone-context

8. Fixed the issue of the reminder function time prompt on LCD

9. Fixed the issue that the line displayed on the phone page is inconsistent

with the line displayed on the LCD

10. Modify the issue of opening the dial plate in non-predial mode can . Dial

numbers more than seven digits will be covered

11. To modify the issue of the single pass of 3CX CallPark, you must first

close the old one and then receive the new one

12. Modify the problem that the phone doesn’t open RTP encryption and

there is issue of RTP encryption field in package

13. Fixed the issue of the memory leak of WEB HTTPS

14. Fixed the problem that the outgoing call is failed in some cases

15. Fixed the problem that it is unable to use hot lines in screen saver status

16. Fixed the issue that X4 can not display the contacts in VOIP phone book

17. Fix the registration exception caused by STUN compatibility on 3CX server

18. Fixed an issue that CDP parsing is failed in some cases, resulting in an
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exception on the phone

19. After the provision of LLDP VLAN is accepted by X3G, the Option66

Provision of mobile phone could not work

20. Fixed problems with abnormal bluetooth headsets in some cases

21. DssKey Line supports LED light display in SCA status

22. Fixed some server issues with SIP compatibility

23. Fix the problem that the phone is failed to call after the setting of hotline

number on web page in hands-free mode.

24. When DHCP Offer carries more than 128 options, the phone may loop

endlessly when receiving the offer

25. Fixed EHS to avoid using hands-free channels when calling

26. Fixed the problem under a situation where the phone could make a static

deployment

27. Fixed the issue that the phone could not call with one click in MWI

function

28. Fixed the issue of the long-time crash of X3G

29. Fixed the problem under some cases the phone was stuck in the

communication interface and could not exit
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